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1. Introduction 
 

Energy production is an important part of our global society and as nations 

are increasing their energy demand, improvements in the production and 

storage of energy will be a vital part of future research. A large part of the 

current energy production comes from fossil fuels which emit greenhouse 

gases, such as carbon dioxide (CO2), which contribute to global warming. The 

development and implementation of technologies which are carbon neutral 

or have zero carbon emission will be an important issue in the near future. 

Generation of electricity using solar energy has increased in the last few 

decades and is expected to expand in the near future [1]. Solar energy 

technologies can be divided into two categories: solar thermal and solar 

photovoltaics. Solar thermal energy production uses sunlight to heat water 

which drives a turbine to generate electricity. Solar photovoltaics, also called 

solar cells, on the other hand utilize the photovoltaic effect, where absorption 

of photons in a material leads to the production of an electrical current.  

The first practical solar cell was developed by Bell Labs in 1954 having an 

efficiency around 6% [2]. Solar cells were first used in space applications [3,4] 

and they continue to be used in satellites, space probes and on the 

International Space Station [5]. During the last few decades, the cost of solar 

panels (an array of solar cells) has dropped significantly leading to an increase 

in the installation of solar panels on residential and commercial 

buildings [1,6]. 

Inorganic materials such as silicon, gallium arsenide and copper indium 

gallium selenide are typically used as the active material in solar cells. 

Drawbacks with the use of these kinds of materials are the high initial cost in 

energy when producing solar cells, their weight and the fact that they are 

brittle. The use of organic materials such as polymers and small molecules in 

solar cells are under intense research presently [7,8]. The advantages of 

organic materials are their solution processability and the possibility to 

modify their material properties by varying their chemical structure and 

composition [9]. Solar cells made from organic materials, i.e. organic solar 

cells, have reached efficiencies above 11% [10], making them appealing for use 

in commercial applications. There are still some drawbacks with organic 

materials, such as low stability in ambient conditions, which make 

encapsulation necessary to prevent degradation [11]. 
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1.1. Organic Solar Cells 

 The active material in an organic solar cell typically consists of two 

components: an electron donating (donor) and accepting material (acceptor). 

One of the first types of organic solar cells utilized a donor and acceptor in a 

bilayer configuration which was sandwiched between an anode and a cathode, 

resulting in an efficiency around 1% [12]. The cause of the low efficiency was 

the fact that the initially formed photoexcitation in organic materials is a 

tightly bound electron-hole pair, called an exciton. The exciton has a high 

binding energy (0.1-0.5 eV)  [13–15] compared to the available thermal energy 

at room temperature (0.026 eV). To split the exciton into a free electron and 

hole the difference in energy between the lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbital (LUMO) of the acceptor and the highest occupied molecular orbital 

(HOMO) of the donor needs to be larger than the exciton-binding energy [16]. 

In addition to the energy difference, the exciton must reach a donor/acceptor 

interface, where splitting into a free electron and hole can occur. Since the 

exciton diffusion length is typically around 10 nm in organic materials [17,18] 

and typical thicknesses of organic solar cells are around 100 nm, only a small 

number of excitons generated in bilayer solar cells will lead to the formation 

of free charges. To overcome the issue of a short exciton diffusion length, the 

bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) concept was developed [19,20]. In a BHJ, the donor 

and acceptor are blended together to form an interpenetrating network, 

where the domain size of each component is around 10-20 nm [21], thus 

excitons generated in the donor and acceptor are able to reach a 

donor/acceptor interface and split into free electrons and holes. A bulk-

heterojunction solar cell is formed by sandwiching the BHJ blend between an 

anode and a (transparent) cathode, as shown schematically Figure 1.1a. To 

prevent hole (electron) extraction at the cathode (anode) an electron transport 

layer (ETL) and a hole transport layer (HTL) can be inserted between the 

cathode and anode, respectively. The relative energy levels of the different 

layers used in organic solar cells is shown in Figure 1.1b 
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Figure 1.1. Schematic illustration of (a) a bulk-heterojunction solar cell 

showing a (transparent) cathode, the electron transport layer (ETL), the BHJ 

blend, a hole transport layer (HTL) and the anode and (b) the relative energy 

levels of the layers in an organic solar cell. 

 

1.2. Efficiency of Solar Cells 

The efficiency of a solar cell depends on a variety of factors, such as: how 

many photons are absorbed, the conversion efficiency of an absorbed photon 

into free charges, how efficiently charges are transported to and extracted at 

the contacts. Furthermore, recombination of charges inside the device before 

extraction will also limit the efficiency [22]. The absorption coefficient 

determines the thickness needed to absorb most light in solar cells. Organic 

materials typically have a relatively high absorption coefficient, so that solar 

cells need a thickness between 100 and 200 nm to absorb the majority of 

incoming light. The absorption spectrum of solar cell materials should also 

match the Sun’s emission spectrum. A standard spectrum called AM 1.5 is 

typically used to characterize solar cells. The AM 1.5 spectrum corresponds to 

the solar irradiation at the surface of the Earth when the Sun’s angle, relative 

to zenith, is 48° [23]. The AM 1.5 solar spectrum is shown in Figure 1.2 along 

with the absorption spectrum of two conjugated polymers: P3HT and TQ1 

and a donor material: the fullerene derivative PC71BM. Materials with lower 

bandgaps can absorb light at longer wavelengths. Thus, a larger part of the 

solar spectrum can be absorbed and more photons are absorbed leading to 

more efficient solar cells. Efficient exciton dissociation can be achieved by 

controlling the morphology of the BHJ blend, ensuring that most excitons can 
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reach the donor/acceptor interface [24]. The transport of free charges depends 

on the mobility of the charge carriers and by having an interpenetrating 

morphology efficient transport to the contacts can be ensured.  

 

Figure 1.2. The AM 1.5 solar spectrum (red line) and the absorption spectrum 

of the conjugated polymers P3HT (blue), TQ1 (magenta) and PC71BM (dark 

blue). 

The efficiency of a solar cell is determined by measuring the current 

voltage dependence under illumination. A typical current density-voltage 

(𝐽 − 𝑉) dependence of a solar cell under AM 1.5 illumination is shown in 

Figure 1.3. The power conversion efficiency (𝑃𝐶𝐸 or 휂) of a solar cell is given 

by: 

 

 𝑃𝐶𝐸 =  
𝐽𝑠𝑐𝑉𝑂𝐶𝐹𝐹

𝑃𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
 , (1.1) 

   

where 𝐽𝑠𝑐 is the short circuit current density, 𝑉𝑂𝐶, the open circuit voltage, 𝐹𝐹 

the fill factor and 𝑃𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 the power density of the illuminating light (for AM 

1.5 𝑃𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡= 100 mW cm-2). The fill factor is given by the ratio: 

 

 𝐹𝐹 =  
𝐽𝑚𝑝𝑉𝑚𝑝

 𝐽𝑆𝐶𝑉𝑂𝐶
 , (1.2) 

which describes the “squareness” of the 𝐽 − 𝑉 curve; here 𝐽𝑚𝑝 and 𝑉𝑚𝑝 are the 

current density and voltage at the maximum power point, as shown in Figure 

1.3. 
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Figure 1.3. A current density-voltage plot (red line) of a solar cell under AM 

1.5 illumination, showing the solar cell parameters, 𝐽𝑆𝐶, 𝑉𝑂𝐶, 𝐽𝑚𝑝 and 𝑉𝑚𝑝. 

 

1.3. Photogeneration of Charges 

The generation of charges, i.e. free electrons and holes, as described 

previously, occurs through several steps in organic materials. This process is 

shown schematically in Figure 1.4a and an energy diagram of the 

photoexcitations is illustrated in Figure 1.4b. Upon photoexcitation, a bound 

electron-hole pair called a singlet exciton (𝑆1) is formed, where the spins of 

the electron and hole are antiparallel (↑↓). The singlet exciton has a short 

lifetime (~300 ps for P3HT) [25] and will decay (𝑘𝑆1→𝑆0) to the ground state 

(𝑆0) unless a spin flip occurs transforming the singlet exciton into a triplet 

exciton (𝑘𝑆1→𝑇1 ) or charge transfer takes place (𝑘𝑆1→𝐶𝑇 ). The spins of the 

electron and hole in a triplet exciton are parallel (↑↑) and the triplet typically 

has a long life time (ns-µs), as the decay to the ground state (𝑘𝑇1→𝑆0 ) is 

forbidden by spin-selection rules [26]. The energy of the triplet state in organic 

materials has been found to lie 0.7-1.0 eV lower than the 𝑆1 state [26–28]. 

Charge transfer (CT) states have been observed at the donor/acceptor 

interface in many organic BHJ blends [29–32]. The CT state is an excited state 

where the electron is located on the acceptor and the hole on the donor (as 

illustrated in Figure 1.4a), but is still Coulombically bound [29,30,33]. The CT 

state can be populated by charge transfer at the donor/acceptor interface 
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(𝑘𝑆1→𝐶𝑇 ), or directly by excitation below the optical gap of the donor or 

acceptor (𝐺𝐶𝑇). Depopulation of the CT state can occur by decay to the ground 

state (𝑘𝐶𝑇→𝑆0) or to the triplet state (𝑘𝐶𝑇→𝑇1). The latter can be avoided if the 

energy of the triplet state ( 𝑇1)  is located less than 0.1 eV below the CT 

state [29,34]. The CT state can dissociate into free charges (CS) if the 

Coulombically bound electron and hole can be separated ( 𝑘𝐶𝑇→𝐶𝑆 ). Free 

charges can also recombine back into the CT state (𝑘𝐶𝑆→𝐶𝑇) and then be lost by 

decaying to the ground state or to triplets. In addition to this, recombination 

of free charges to the ground state (𝑘𝐶𝑆→𝑆0) is also possible. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4 (a) A schematic illustration of the formation of an exciton upon 

absorption of a photon, the diffusion to a donor/acceptor interface and 

splitting into free electrons and holes which are transported to the cathode 

and anode, respectively. In (b) the energy schematic of the charge 

photogeneration process, including the possible types of photoexcitations and 

their decay processes are illustrated; for details see text. 

 

The formation of electrons and holes in organic semiconductors is 

accompanied by a geometric deformation of the molecule itself. This leads to 

the formation of two states inside the bandgap, called a polaron, which is 

illustrated in Figure 1.5a and Figure 1.5b for a negative (𝑃–) and positive (𝑃+) 

polaron respectively. The polaron has two optically allowed transitions: 𝑃1 

and 𝑃2 , which can be observed in photoinduced absorption 

measurements [35,36] [Paper 3-5]. In some organic materials which show 

ordered two-dimensional structures, delocalization of polarons has been 
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observed [35,37]. A positively charged delocalized polaron (𝐷𝑃+) is shown 

schematically in Figure 1.5c along with the optically allowed transitions: 𝐷𝑃1 

and 𝐷𝑃2, noting that 𝐷𝑃1 and 𝐷𝑃2 are red and blue shifted compared to 𝑃1 and 

𝑃2, respectively [35] 

 

 
Figure 1.5. Schematic representation of the (a) 𝑃– and (b) 𝑃+ polaron, where 

the optically allowed transitions 𝑃1  and 𝑃2  are shown and in (c) the 

delocalized 𝐷𝑃+  polaron, showing the optically allowed 𝐷𝑃1  and 𝐷𝑃2 

transitions. 

 

1.4. Recombination 

Recombination is the process where photoexcitations are lost and do not 

contribute to a current in semiconductors, making it a major loss process in 

solar cells. Several different recombination processes can occur in a solar cell, 

e.g. two free charge carriers recombining or a trapped and a free charge carrier 

recombining. Determining the dominating recombination type in organic 

solar cells and materials is an important part in designing new materials and 

devices. 

Photoexcitations in organic materials can decay to the ground state 

through several different pathways. One can make a distinction between 

geminate and non-geminate recombination. Geminate recombination is when 

an electron and a hole created by the same photon recombines to the ground 

state; examples include exciton and CT recombination [30]. Non-geminate 

recombination is when holes and electrons from different photons recombine. 
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It is also useful to determine how the recombination rate (𝑅) depends on 

the charge carrier concentration ( 𝑛 ). In the case of monomolecular 

recombination, there is a linear dependence on the carrier concentration 𝑅 ∝

𝑛, as shown in Figure 1.6a. Bimolecular recombination occurs when a free 

electron and hole meet and recombine (see Figure 1.6b). This recombination 

rate depends on the product of free holes and electrons: 𝑅 ∝ 𝑛𝑝, where 𝑛 (𝑝) 

is the concentration of electrons (holes). When charges are photogenerated, 

the number of generated holes and electrons is the same and the 

recombination rate has a quadratic dependence on the carrier 

concentration 𝑅 ∝ 𝑛𝑝 = 𝑛2 , when 𝑛 = 𝑝. In low-mobility materials, such as 

organic semiconductors, bimolecular recombination can be described using 

Langevin’s theory [38] where the recombination rate is given by 𝑅 = 𝛽𝐿𝑛𝑝 

and the bimolecular recombination constant is 𝛽𝐿 = 𝑒

𝜀𝑟𝜀0
(𝜇𝑛+𝜇𝑝), where 𝑒 is the 

elementary charge, 휀𝑟 (휀0) the relative (vacuum) permittivity and 𝜇𝑛 (𝜇𝑝) the 

electron (hole) mobility. It should be noted that the experimentally obtained 

recombination constant in several BHJ blends has been observed to be 

reduced compared to that expected from Langevin recombination [39–41]. 

This reduced bimolecular recombination is typically represented by including 

a reduction factor in the recombination rate: 𝑅 = 휁𝛽𝐿𝑛𝑝, where 휁 = 𝛽 𝛽𝐿⁄ . 

A special case of Langevin recombination can occur when the transport of 

charge carriers is restricted to two dimensions (2D), which has been observed 

for materials which show a high degree of ordering. The recombination rate 

will have the following dependence on the charge carrier density: 𝑅 ∝ (𝑛𝑝)5 4⁄ , 

which in the case of 𝑛 = 𝑝 becomes 𝑅 ∝ 𝑛5 2⁄  [42–44] [Paper 3].       

       

 

Figure 1.6. Schematic representation of (a) monomolecular, (b) bimolecular 

and (c) trap-assisted recombination. 
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Trap-assisted recombination occurs when one charge carrier is in a trap 

which recombines with a free charge carrier, the situation where a trapped 

hole recombines with a free electron is shown in Figure 1.6c. Here, the 

recombination rate depends on the concentrations of charge carriers in traps 

and free carriers: 𝑅 ∝ 𝑛𝑝𝑡. The traps in a material can be distributed in several 

different ways. For single level traps, as shown in Figure 1.6c, all traps are 

located at the same energy. Another type of distribution is the exponential 

trap-distribution which is shown in Figure 1.7. Here there is an exponential 

distribution of electron traps below the LUMO level and hole traps above the 

HOMO level. The width of the transport states in the HOMO (LUMO) level is 

given by 𝑊 [45] [Paper 3-5]. In materials having an exponential distribution 

of traps, the recombination rate will depend on the charge density as: 𝑅 ∝ 𝑛𝛿, 

where the effective reaction order: 𝛿 > 2 and is temperature dependent [46–

49] [Paper 3]. 

 

 

Figure 1.7. Schematic of an exponential distribution of electron (hole) traps 

below (above) the LUMO (HOMO) levels having transport states with the 

width 𝑊. 

The above discussion concerns recombination that typically occurs in the 

bulk of the material. Surface recombination can be seen if the injection and/or 

extraction of charges at the contacts is limited [50–52]. When surface 
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recombination dominates, S-shaped 𝐽 − 𝑉 curves have been observed and can 

reduce the 𝑉𝑂𝐶 [51–53].  

 

1.5. Contacts in Organic Solar Cells  

Contacts are an essential part of all optoelectronic devices, the purpose of 

which is to ensure efficient injection/extraction of charge carriers. Ideally the 

anode and cathode should form ohmic contacts to the donor and acceptor, 

respectively. In addition to this, the extraction of electrons (holes) at the anode 

(cathode) should be prevented. The energy diagram of a solar cell is shown in 

Figure 1.8a in a flat-band condition. Here, the anode and cathode have work 

functions (Φ𝑎𝑛 and Φ𝑐𝑎𝑡) matching the HOMO of the donor and the LUMO 

of the acceptor, respectively. When the solar cell is short circuited the Fermi-

level inside the device aligns, as illustrated in Figure 1.8b. A built-in voltage 

(𝑈𝑏𝑖 ) is formed by the difference in the work function of the anode and 

cathode and will drive electrons (holes) to the cathode (anode).  

 

 

Figure 1.8. Energy diagram of a BHJ solar cell (a) in flat-band and (b) at short-

circuit 

If the Fermi-level at the contact is close to the HOMO or the LUMO level 

of the organic semiconductor, vacuum level shifts at the contact/organic 

interface are frequently observed [54,55]. This vacuum level shift has been 

suggested to be caused by the formation of an interfacial dipole at the 
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organic/contact interface. The integer charge transfer (ICT) model [55–57] 

explains the dipole formation by suggesting that interfacial states exist within 

the bandgap of the organic semiconductor. The positive (negative) integer 

charge transfer 𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑇+ (𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑇−) state is defined as the energy required (gained) 

to remove (by adding) one electron from (to) the organic semiconductor at the 

interface. These ICT states have been observed experimentally [55,58–60]. The 

energy level alignment will depend on the energy of the ICT states and the 

work function of the contact. The situation where the work function of the 

contact is higher than 𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑇+ is shown in Figure 1.9a. After contact between the 

two materials is made, electrons are transferred from the organic 

semiconductor to the contact until the Fermi-level is pinned at 𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑇+, forming 

an interfacial dipole (∆) at the interface. When the work function lies lower in 

energy than 𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑇− , as shown in Figure 1.9b, electrons will flow from the 

contact into the organic semiconductor until 𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑇− is pinned at the Fermi-level, 

forming an interfacial dipole. If the work function lies between 𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑇−  and 

𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑇+, no electron transfer occurs. 

Interfacial dipole formation has also been suggested to occur at 

organic/organic interfaces [59,60]. In a donor:acceptor blend, where the donor 

𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑇+ lies lower in energy than the acceptor 𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑇−, electron transfer will occur 

from the donor to the acceptor until energy alignment occurs, forming an 

interfacial dipole, as shown in Figure 1.9c. As a consequence, Bao et al. 

suggested that an interfacial dipole limits the maximum obtainable 𝑉𝑂𝐶 and 

that an interfacial dipole can act as a recombination center, leading to 

increased trap-assisted recombination [60]. 
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Figure 1.9. Schematic illustration of the ICT model, before and after contact 

between the different materials occurs, showing (a) when Φ > 𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑇+, (b) Φ <

𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑇− and (c) between a donor and acceptor where 𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑇+ < 𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑇−. 

 

1.6. Aim of the Thesis 

In this work, two different characterization techniques have been utilized 

to clarify the charge transport and recombination behavior of injected and 

photogenerated charge carriers in a variety of organic bulk-heterojunction 

blends and devices. In [Paper 1 & 2], the CELIV and photo-CELIV techniques 

have been used to characterize the effect a hole blocking layer has on the 

charge transport and recombination in devices having a P3HT:PC60BM blend. 

The determination of the dominating bulk recombination type in BHJ 

blends is of importance to enable the development of efficient organic solar 

cells. The photoinduced absorption (PIA) technique is used in [Paper 3], 

where it is shown how to use PIA to obtain the dominating recombination 

type in the model system pBTTT:PC60BM. This blend was chosen due to the 
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fact that the dominating recombination process can be varied between trap-

assisted and 2D Langevin recombination by controlling the blend ration. In 

1:1 blends trap-assisted recombination is observed while 1:4 blends exhibit 2D 

Langevin recombination [44].  

To determine the effect an interfacial dipole has on the recombination of 

photogenerated charge carriers, the PIA technique was applied to three 

different BHJ blends. In [Paper 4], P3HT:PC60BM and P3HT:ICBA were 

characterized, as the former is expected to have a large interfacial dipole at 

the polymer/fullerene interface while the latter shows no sign of a dipole [60]. 

Both blends exhibit ordering of the polymer (P3HT) leading to reduced 

bimolecular recombination. Finally, the recombination of the amorphous 

polymer TQ1 in blends with the fullerene derivative PC71BM was clarified 

using the PIA technique. These blends have been suggested to have no 

interfacial dipole [Paper 5]. 
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2. Charge Extraction by Linearly Increasing Voltage 

Charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage (CELIV) is a transient 

measurement technique which has been used to clarify the charge transport 

and recombination behavior in both inorganic [61–63] and organic [63–70] 

low-mobility materials and devices. In CELIV, a linearly increasing voltage 

pulse is typically applied to a sandwich type device. The mobility, 𝜇, and the 

charge concentration, 𝑛 , can be simultaneously obtained from a CELIV 

measurement. The technique can be divided into several different operating 

modes: dark-CELIV (or simply CELIV) when measuring equilibrium charge 

carriers in the dark [61,64]; photo-CELIV when charges are 

photogenerated [62,65,66]; and metal-insulator-semiconductor-CELIV (MIS-

CELIV) or injected-CELIV (i-CELIV) [71–77], when one of the contacts is an 

insulator. In the last case, an offset voltage is used to inject one type of carrier 

which accumulates at the insulator/semiconductor interface and then 

extracted by the CELIV pulse. In addition to these modes, the technique can 

also be used to determine the doping concentration using doping-CELIV [78]. 

The linearly increasing voltage pulse having the rise speed: 𝐴 =

𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙 𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒⁄ , and the current response is shown in Figure 2.1a and 2.1b, 

respectively. The current response consists of two parts: the displacement, 

𝑗(0), and extraction, ∆𝑗, currents. The displacement current is caused by the 

geometric capacitance, 𝐶, of the device given as: 

 

 𝐶 =
𝑗(0)𝑆

𝐴
, (2.1) 

   

where 𝑆 is the contact area. From the displacement current, the thickness, 𝑑, 

of the device can be determined: 

 𝑑 =
𝐴 𝑟 0

𝑗(0)
, (2.2) 

where 휀𝑟 is the dielectric constant (relative permittivity) of the active material 

and 휀0 the vacuum permittivity. The number of charges which are extracted 

by the voltage pulse can be obtained by integrating the extraction current: 

 𝑛 =
2

𝑒𝑑
∫ ∆𝑗𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒

0
, (2.3) 

 

where 𝑒 is the elementary charge. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic illustration of the CELIV technique, showing (a) the 

applied voltage pulse and (b) the resulting current transient. 

The mobility can be determined from a CELIV measurement by 

determining 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥, which is the time when the extraction current reaches its 

maximum value as illustrated in Figure 2.1b. The mobility can then be 

calculated using: 

 𝜇 = 𝐾
𝑑2

𝐴𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 (1+0.36 ∆𝑗

𝑗(0)
)
, (2.4) 

 

where the constant 𝐾 is 2/3 in the case of volume generation and 2 for surface 

generation. The factor (1 + 0.36)  is a numerically estimated correction 

factor  [61,64]. Note that other correction factors have been suggested by other 
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authors [79–81]. Juška et al. also showed that for photogenerated charge 

carriers, the absorption profile needs to be taken into account to avoid large 

errors in the mobility estimation [82]. In addition to this, if doping is present 

in the active material Sandberg et al. [78] showed that the depletion width 

caused by the dopants needs to be taken into account to avoid overestimating 

the mobility.  

In photo-CELIV, a laser pulse is typically used to generate charge carriers 

and the voltage pulse is applied after a delay time, 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙, as illustrated in Figure 

2.1. By varying the delay time, the lifetime of the charge carriers, the 

recombination type and the recombination constant (for bimolecular 

recombination) can be obtained [42,44,63,66–69,83]. 

 

2.1. MIS-CELIV 

One of the disadvantages with the CELIV and photo-CELIV technique is 

that the type of charge carrier cannot be distinguished in the measurement. 

To be able to determine the hole and electron mobility separately, Juška et al. 

developed the metal-insulator-semiconductor CELIV (MIS-CELIV) 

technique [71], also called i-CELIV [72,74,76]. In MIS-CELIV, an insulator is 

inserted between one of the contacts and the semiconductor. By applying a 

negative (positive) offset voltage on the insulator, holes (electrons) can be 

accumulated at the insulator/semiconductor interface and subsequently 

extracted by a CELIV pulse, as schematically illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

 
Figure 2.2 Schematic of the MIS-CELIV technique, where an applied negative 

offset injects holes, which are accumulated at the insulator/semiconductor 

interface and the CELIV pulse extracts the accumulated carriers. 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of the shape of the MIS-CELIV transient, for explanation 

of the different parameters see text. 

 

A schematic MIS-CELIV current transient is shown in Figure 2.3. In 

contrast to CELIV, the MIS-CELIV transient ideally consists of three different 

regimes [71,75]. It should be noted that in the initial MIS-CELIV work by 

Juška et al. the insulator capacitance was assumed to be much larger than the 

semiconductor capacitance [71]. Sandberg et al. derived expressions int the 

case of a finite insulator capacitance [75], which will be used here. Initially 

when 𝑡 < 𝑡𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑝 (region 1 in Figure 2.3) with 𝑡𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑝 = 0.92𝑡𝑡𝑟, the current will 

follow [75]: 

 
𝑗(𝑡) = 𝑗0 [1 + tan2 (

𝑡

𝑡𝑡𝑟
√

1

1+𝑓
)]. (2.5) 

 

The transit time for charge carriers is given by: 

 
𝑡𝑡𝑟 = √

2𝑑𝑠
2

𝜇𝐴
(1 + 𝑓), (2.6) 

 

where 𝑓 = 𝑠𝑑𝐼

𝐼𝑑𝑠
 is the ratio between the capacitance of the semiconductor and 

insulator layers; 휀𝑠 (휀𝐼) is the relative permittivity of the active layer (insulator) 

and 𝑑𝑠 (𝑑𝐼) is the thickness of the active layer (insulator). 
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When 𝑡 > 𝑡𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑝 (region 2) the current will grow as: 

 
𝑗(𝑡) = 𝑗0 + (𝑗𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑗0) tanh2 (

3𝑡

2𝑡𝑡𝑟
√

𝑗0

𝑗𝑠𝑎𝑡
), (2.7) 

where 𝑗𝑠𝑎𝑡 is saturation current (region 3) given by: 

 𝑗𝑠𝑎𝑡 = 𝐼 0𝐴

𝑑𝑖
. (2.8) 

 

If a small offset is applied such that a small extraction current is obtained, 

∆𝑗 ≤ 𝑗(0)  (dashed line in Figure 2.3) the mobility can be obtained using 

Equation (2.6). However, if a large reservoir is formed at the 

insulator/semiconductor interface, then space charge limited current (SCLC) 

extraction is obtained. In this case, a super-linear increase of the extraction 

current is obtained and the mobility can be determined from kink near 𝑡𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑝 

as shown in Figure 2.3. However, this kink is typically difficult to discern in a 

measurement [71,73,75,76]. To enable estimation of the mobility in the case of 

SCLC extraction one can use the time when the extraction current ∆𝑗 = 𝑗(0), 

as illustrated by the dotted line in Figure 2.3, given by 𝑡1 which is related to 

the transit time by: 

 𝑡1 =
𝜋

4
𝑡𝑡𝑟. (2.9) 

Using Equations (2.9) and (2.6) the mobility in the case of SCLC extraction 

is obtained by: 

 𝜇 =
𝜋2𝑑𝑠

2

8𝐴𝑡1
2 (1 + 𝑓)2. (2.10) 

 

When a MIS-CELIV measurement is performed, an ohmic injecting contact 

is typically used to ensure efficient injection of charge carriers into the device. 

However, in this case diffusion of charges into the device needs to be 

accounted for, to avoid making errors in estimating the mobility as shown by 

Sandberg et al. [75]. To minimize the error in the estimation of the mobility a 

correction factor accounting for the diffusion was made, resulting in the 

following equation: 

 
𝜇 =

𝜋2𝑑𝑠
2

8𝐴𝑡1
2 (1 + 𝑓)2 [1 +

𝜋4𝑘𝑇(1+𝑓)

2𝑒𝐴𝑡1
]

−1

. (2.11) 
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2.2. Simulating CELIV Transients 

 

To gain further insight into the charge transport and recombination 

behavior in organic devices, simulating the behavior using a 1-D drift-

diffusion model has been shown to be of use [50,51,53,78,84] [Paper 1 & 2]. 

The model describes the BHJ layer an effective semiconductor where the 

LUMO level is that given by the acceptor and the HOMO level by the donor, 

as illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

 

Figure 2.4 A schematic drawing of the device structure used in the drift-

diffusion model, see text for the description of the parameters. 

 

In the model, the continuity and the Poisson equations are numerically 

solved [Paper 1 & 2] [50,51,78]. The description of the extraction and injection 

of charge carriers at the contacts has been made using the surface 

recombination velocity, 𝑆𝑛,𝑝
𝑎𝑛,𝑐𝑎𝑡 . This property describes the rate at which 

charges are extracted at the semiconductor/contact interface. In the case of a 
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perfectly extracting anode the surface recombination rate is 𝑆𝑝
𝑎𝑛 = ∞ , for 

majority carriers, and a perfectly blocking anode has 𝑆𝑛
𝑎𝑛 = 0, for minority 

carriers [50]. The current densities at the anode are given by [Paper 1 & 

2] [50,53,85,86]:  

 𝐽𝑝(0) = −𝑒𝑆𝑝
𝑎𝑛 (𝑝(0) − 𝑁𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂𝑒−

𝜑𝑎𝑛
𝑘𝑇 ), (2.12) 

 𝐽𝑛(0) = −𝑒𝑆𝑛
𝑎𝑛 (𝑛(0) − 𝑁𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂𝑒−

𝐸𝑔−𝜑𝑎𝑛
𝑘𝑇 ), (2.13) 

where 𝜑𝑎𝑛 is the injection barrier for holes at the anode (𝜑𝑐𝑎𝑡 is similarly the 

injection barrier for electrons at the cathode). The currents at the cathode can 

be described in an analogous way [Paper 2].   
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3. Photoinduced Absorption 

Photoinduced absorption is a technique where a pump beam generates 

photoexcitations and a probe is used to detect these excitations. In a 

measurement, the change in absorption caused by the generated 

photoexcitations is typically made by monitoring the change in transmission, 

∆𝑇 , which is normalized to the transmission, 𝑇 , in the ground state. The 

relative change in transmission can be related to the change in absorption, ∆𝛼, 

and the amount of photoexcitations, 𝑁, through: 

 −
∆𝑇

𝑇
= 𝑑∆𝛼 = 𝑁𝜎𝑑, (3.1) 

where 𝑑 is the thickness of the sample and 𝜎 is the absorption cross section, 

assumed to be 10-16 cm2 [87]. The latter part of Equation (3.1) holds for a thin 

film, where 𝛼𝐿𝑑 ≪ 1 , and 𝛼𝐿  is the absorption coefficient at the pump 

wavelength. For a thick film, i.e. 𝛼𝐿𝑑 ≫ 1 , the sample thickness can be 

replaced by the effective optical thickness: 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 1 𝛼𝐿⁄  [88].  

 

3.1. Continuous wave photoinduced absorption 

In a continuous wave photoinduced absorption (PIA) measurement, the 

pump beam is modulated at a specific frequency and the change in 

transmission is detected by a phase sensitive lock-in amplifier. In this case, the 

relative change in transmission is given as two components: in-phase and 

quadrature. The in-phase (𝑃𝐴𝐼 ) component has a 0° phase shift and the 

quadrature (𝑃𝐴𝑄) has a 90° phase shift compared to the pump beam. The 

photoinduced absorption, as a function of the angular frequency 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓, 

where 𝑓 is the frequency, can be represented in complex form as: 

 −
∆𝑇

𝑇
= 𝑃𝐴(𝜔) = 𝑃𝐴𝐼(𝜔) − 𝑖𝑃𝐴𝑄(𝜔). (3.2) 

The photoinduced absorption can also be represented in polar coordinates 

as [36,88]: 

 𝑃𝐴(𝜔) = 𝑃𝐴𝑅𝑒−𝑖𝜑(𝜔), (3.3) 
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where 𝑃𝐴𝑅  is the radius signal and 𝜑(𝜔)  the phase. The radius signal is 

related to the in-phase and quadrature signals as: 

 
𝑃𝐴𝑅 = √𝑃𝐴𝐼

2 + 𝑃𝐴𝑄
2 , (3.4) 

and the phase is given by: 

 𝜑(𝜔) = arctan (
𝑃𝐴𝑄

𝑃𝐴𝐼
). (3.5) 

The lifetime can also be obtained from the phase as: 

 𝜑 = arctan(𝜔𝜏), (3.6) 

and now the lifetime is given by: 

 𝜏 = 𝜔−1 arctan(𝜑). (3.7) 

Thus, by obtaining the in-phase and quadrature signals, the lifetime of the 

photoexcitations can be determined directly from these components. 

To describe the dynamics of photoexcitations in a PIA experiment one 

typically solves a rate equation having monomolecular and/or bimolecular 

recombination with a periodic generation. Westerling et al. solved a rate 

equation which included mono- and bimolecular recombination: 

 𝑑𝑁(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐺(𝑡) −

𝑁(𝑡)

𝜏
− 𝛽𝑁(𝑡)2, (3.8) 

where 𝐺(𝑡) = 𝐺

2
(1+cos(𝜔𝜏)) is the generation, 𝜏 the monomolecular lifetime and 

𝛽  the bimolecular recombination constant. The following analytical 

expressions for the in-phase and quadrature components were obtained [89]: 

 𝑃𝐴𝐼 = (
𝐺𝜏

2
) (

𝜔1𝜏

(𝜔1𝜏)2+(𝜔𝜏)2) 𝜎𝑑, (3.9) 

 𝑃𝐴𝑄 = (
𝐺𝜏

2
) (

𝜔𝜏

(𝜔1𝜏)2+(𝜔𝜏)2) 𝜎𝑑, (3.10) 

 
𝜔1𝜏 = √−1

2
((𝜔𝜏)2−2(𝜏 𝜏𝛽⁄ )

2
−1)+1

2
√((𝜔𝜏)2+2(𝜏 𝜏𝛽⁄ )

2
+1)

2

−2(𝜏 𝜏𝛽⁄ )
4
, (3.11) 
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where the bimolecular lifetime is given by 𝜏𝛽 = 1 √𝐺𝛽⁄ . If the 

photoexcitations are dominated by bimolecular recombination, the 

monomolecular lifetime 𝜏 → ∞ and Equations (3.9)-(3.11) become: 

 
𝑃𝐴𝐼 = (

𝐺𝜏𝛽

2
) (

𝜔0𝜏𝛽

(𝜔0𝜏)2+(𝜔𝜏𝛽)
2) 𝜎𝑑, (3.12) 

 
𝑃𝐴𝑄 = (

𝐺𝜏𝛽

2
) (

𝜔𝜏𝛽

(𝜔0𝜏𝛽)
2

+(𝜔𝜏𝛽)
2) 𝜎𝑑, (3.13) 

 
𝜔0𝜏𝛽 = √−1

2
((𝜔𝜏𝛽)

2
−2)+1

2
√((𝜔𝜏𝛽)

2
+2)

2

−2, (3.14) 

The analytical solution of Equation (3.13) has been shown to give an 

incorrect intensity dependence for the quadrature component at near steady 

state conditions (𝜔𝜏𝛽 ≪ 1) [90,91]. By solving Equation (3.8), assuming that 

bimolecular recombination dominates i.e. 𝜏 → ∞, Westerling et al. showed 

that the quadrature has the following expression at high intensities [91]: 

 −𝑃𝐴𝑄 =
𝜔𝜎𝑑

2𝜋𝛽
ln (

𝐶1𝛽𝐺 exp(−𝛼𝐿𝑑 2⁄ )

𝜔2 ), (3.15) 

where 𝐶1 = 1.46111. Thus, by plotting the intensity dependence of the 

quadrature component on a lin-log scale the slope will be given by 

(𝜔𝜎𝑑 2𝜋𝛽⁄ )  from which the bimolecular recombination constant can be 

directly determined. 

The dispersive nature of charge transport in organic materials leads to 

dispersive recombination dynamics. To describe this behavior using 

frequency dependent generation Epshtein et al.  used  a Cole-Cole type 

expression, given in complex form as [92,93]: 

 𝑃𝐴𝐼(𝜔) − 𝑖𝑃𝐴𝑄(𝜔) = 𝐺𝜏0
𝜎𝑑

1+(𝑖𝜔𝜏0)𝛾, (3.16) 

where the dispersion parameter 𝛾  takes values: 0 < 𝛾 <  1, where 𝛾 =  1 

corresponds to a non-dispersive behavior and 𝜏0 is an effective lifetime. The 

effective lifetime will be independent of the pump intensity if the 

recombination process is monomolecular, i.e.  𝜏0 = 𝜏 , and depend on the 

excitation intensity if it is bimolecular: 𝜏0 = 1 √�̅�𝐺⁄ , where �̅�  is a mean 

bimolecular recombination constant [36,88,91,93]. The in-phase and 

quadrature components are now given by [88,94]: 
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 𝑃𝐴𝐼 =
𝐺𝜏0[1+cos(𝜋

2
𝛾)(𝜔𝜏0)𝛾]𝜎𝑑

1+2 cos(𝜋
2

𝛾)(𝜔𝜏0)𝛾+(𝜔𝜏0)2𝛾, (3.17) 

 

 𝑃𝐴𝑄 =
𝐺𝜏0 sin(𝜋

2
𝛾)(𝜔𝜏0)𝛾𝜎𝑑

1+2 cos(𝜋
2

𝛾)(𝜔𝜏0)𝛾+(𝜔𝜏0)2𝛾. (3.18) 

The phase can also be expressed in the dispersive regime as: 

 𝜑 = arctan (
sin(𝜋

2
𝛾)(𝜔𝜏)𝛾

1+cos(𝜋
2

𝛾)(𝜔𝜏)𝛾), (3.19) 

and the lifetime is now obtained as 

 
𝜏 = 𝜔−1 (

sin(𝜑)

sin( 𝜋
2𝛾

−𝜑)
)

1 𝛾⁄

. (3.20) 

 

3.2. Modeling Photoinduced Absorption 

One disadvantage with the PIA technique is that measurements are made 

in frequency space. Analytical solutions of the rate equation can be obtained 

in the case of a sinusoidal generation [89]. However, obtaining analytical 

expressions in the case of square wave generation, typically achieved in 

experiments with a mechanical chopper, is difficult if not impossible. 

However, numerical simulations can always be utilized. For an arbitrary 

reaction order, 𝛿, given by the following rate equation [Paper 3]: 

 𝑑𝑁(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐺(𝑡) − 𝑏𝑁(𝑡)𝛿, (3.21) 

where 𝑁(𝑡) is the charge carrier density, 𝐺(𝑡) the photogeneration, which in 

this case is a square wave with the height 𝐺 and angular frequency 𝜔 and 𝑏 is 

an arbitrary recombination constant. To obtain the PIA behavior after solving 

Equation (3.21), the in-phase and quadrature components are obtained 

from [91]: 

 𝑃𝐴𝐼 =
𝜔𝜎𝑑

𝜋
∫ 𝑁(𝑡) sin(𝜔𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑐+2𝜋 𝜔⁄

𝑐
, (3.22) 

 𝑃𝐴𝑄 = −
𝜔𝜎𝑑

𝜋
∫ 𝑁(𝑡) cos(𝜔𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑐+2𝜋 𝜔⁄

𝑐
, (3.23) 
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where 𝑐 is an arbitrary point in time. Assuming near steady state conditions 

(𝜔𝜏 ≪ 1), Wilson et al.  [48,49] showed that the in-phase will depend on the 

generation as: 

 𝑃𝐴𝐼 ∝ 𝐺1 𝛿⁄ , (3.24) 

thus, the reaction order can be obtained from the intensity dependence. The 

reaction order can also be determined from the quadrature signal which at 

near steady state follows [48,49]: 

 𝑃𝐴𝑄 ∝ 𝜔1 (𝛿−1)⁄ . (3.25) 

It should be noted that when 𝛿 ≈  2, the quadrature will be given by 

Equation (3.15). 

The description of trap-assisted recombination can be made by adding a 

term which accounts for traps, leading to the following rate equation: 

 𝑑𝑁(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐺(𝑡) − 𝛽𝑛(𝑡)2 − 𝐶𝑛(𝑡)𝑛𝑡(𝑡), (3.26) 

where, 𝑁 = 𝑛 + 𝑝 + 𝑛𝑡 + 𝑝𝑡 is the total density of charge carriers and 𝑛 (𝑝) is 

the density of free electrons (holes) and 𝑛𝑡  (𝑝𝑡)  the density of trapped 

electrons (holes) and 𝐶 is the capture coefficient. Note that  symmetry 

between electrons and holes has been assumed in Equation (3.26), i.e. 𝑛 = 𝑝 

and 𝑛𝑡 = 𝑝𝑡.  

To describe the dynamics, a multiple trapping and retrapping model is 

used [45]. A continuous distribution of states is assumed for free charges (𝜌𝐶) 

and an exponential distribution for trapped charges (𝜌𝑡), giving the following 

expressions for electrons: 

 𝜌𝐶(𝐸) =
𝑁𝐶

𝑊
, (3.27) 

 𝜌𝑡(𝐸) =
𝑁𝑡

𝐸𝑐ℎ
exp (

𝐸−𝐸𝐶

𝐸𝑐ℎ
), (3.28) 

where 𝑁𝐶  is the to density of states in the conduction band (LUMO level) and 

𝑊 is its width (this is illustrated in Figure 1.7). The trap distribution has the 

total density of trap states 𝑁𝑡 , the mean trap depth is described by the 

characteristic energy 𝐸𝑐ℎ  and the bottom of the conduction band is 𝐸𝐶 . The 

density of free electrons is obtained, assuming that the Fermi-level is far from 

the conduction band edge, as: 
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 𝑛 = ∫ 𝜌𝐶(𝐸)𝐹(𝐸)𝑑𝐸 ≈ 𝑁𝐶
∗ exp (

𝐸𝐹−𝐸𝐶

𝑘𝑇
)

𝐸𝐶+𝑊

𝐸𝐶
, (3.29) 

 𝑁𝐶
∗ = 𝑁𝐶

𝑘𝑇

𝑊
(1 − exp (−

𝑊

𝑘𝑇
)). (3.30) 

 

In this model, the trap depth is assumed to be 𝐸𝑐ℎ > 𝑘𝑇 and the trapped 

charges are assumed to follow a Fermi-Dirac distribution, giving the density 

of trapped charges: 

 𝑛𝑡 ≈ ∫ 𝜌𝑡(𝐸)𝑑𝐸 =
𝐸𝐹

−∞
𝑁𝑡exp (

𝐸𝐹−𝐸𝐶

𝐸𝑐ℎ
). (3.31) 

A relation between the trapped and free charges can be obtained by 

combining Equation (3.29) with (3.31): 

 
𝑛𝑡 = 𝑁𝑡 (

𝑛

𝑁𝐶
∗)

𝑘𝑇 𝐸𝑐ℎ⁄

. (3.32) 

By assuming that the concentration of traps is much larger than the number 

of free carriers, the recombination will depend on 𝑅 ∝ 𝑛𝑛𝑡  and by using 

Equation (3.32),  𝑅 ∝ 𝑛𝑡
1+𝐸𝑐ℎ 𝑘𝑇⁄

 is obtained. Therefore, an effective reaction 

order for traps is given by: 

 𝛿(𝑇) = 1 +
𝐸𝑐ℎ

𝑘𝑇
. (3.33) 

Note that in this case 𝛿  is temperature dependent. It is possible to 

distinguish between trap-assisted and free carrier recombination by 

determining the possible temperature dependence of the reaction order from 

Equations (3.24) and (3.25). 
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4. Experimental 

4.1. Materials 

In this work, three different donor materials and three different acceptors 

were used. The donors were conjugated polymers and the acceptors fullerene 

derivatives. The conjugated polymers used were poly(3-hexylthiophene) 

(P3HT), poly[2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene] 

(pBTTT) and poly[2,3-bis-(3-octyloxyphenyl)quinoxaline-5,8-diyl-alt-

thiophene-2,5-diyl] (TQ1). As acceptor materials, the fullerene derivatives 

[6,6]-phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester (PC60BM), [6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric 

acid methyl ester (PC71BM) and indene-C60 bisadduct (ICBA) were used. The 

chemical structures of the materials are shown in Figure 4.1. All processing of 

the organic semiconductors were made in a nitrogen filled glovebox. 

 

Figure 4.1 The chemical structures of the organic semiconductors (a) P3HT, 

(b) pBTTT, (c) TQ1 (d) PC60BM, (e) ICBA and (f) PC71BM 
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The devices in the CELIV measurements [Paper 1 & 2] used a 

P3HT:PC60BM 1:1 blend. This blend was spin coated onto indium tin oxide 

(ITO) substrates with or without a pre-coated TiO2 layer, resulting in 

thicknesses between 600 and 900 nm. After the spin coating, a 30 nm copper 

electrode was evaporated on top to complete the devices. Following the 

deposition of the top contact, the devices were heat treated at 120°C for 15 

minutes inside the glovebox. 

The TiO2 layers were prepared by dip coating the substrates in a titanium 

chloride (TiCl4) solution. The TiCl4 was dissolved in a solvent mixture of 

ethanol (EtOH) water (H2O) and tetrahydrofuran (THF) along with the 

surfactant Pluronic 127. The final mixture had the molar ratio 1:250:10:20:0.001 

(TiCl4:EtOH:H20:THF:Pluronic 127). The ITO substrates were immersed into 

the TiCl4 solution and withdrawn at a constant speed of 1.2 mm s-1 at room 

temperature and at a constant humidity of 25%. To form the anatase TiO2 

crystal structure, the dried films were heated at 500° C for 10 minutes. To 

obtain thicker films, the substrates were dipped several times, with a heat 

treatment of 400° C for 3 minutes between each dipping step and finally 

sintered at 500° C. The crystallinity and the thickness of the films were 

determined using x-ray diffraction and x-ray reflection measurements, 

respectively, using the Bruker D8 Discover instrument [Paper 1 & 2]. 

For the PIA measurements on pBTTT:PC60BM 1:1 and 1:4 blends [Paper 3] 

the semiconductors were dissolved in 1,2-dicholobenzene. The blend 

mixtures and the cleaned sapphire substrates were heated to 80° C prior to 

spin coating. The P3HT:PC60BM and P3HT:ICBA blends [Paper 4] were made 

from solutions made using chlorobenzene and spin coated onto cleaned 

sapphire substrates. The dried blends were heated at 120° C on a hotplate. The 

TQ1 film and TQ1:PC71BM 1:1 and 1:3 blends [Paper 5] were spin coated onto 

cleaned sapphire substrates. 

4.2. Experimental Setup 

The CELIV measurements were made in a custom built setup. The samples 

were mounted inside a cryostat (Oxford Instruments) and kept under vacuum. 

The voltage pulses and offsets were generated using a function generator 

(Stanford Research Systems DS345). Photogeneration of charges was made 

using a pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Quantel Ultra, Big Sky Laser) utilizing the 

second harmonic at 532 nm giving 7 ns laser pulses at a repetition rate of 1 Hz. 

The delay between the laser and the voltage pulses was controlled using 

digital delay and pulse generator (Stanford Research Systems DG535). The 
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current transients were recorded using a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 

680B). The CELIV setup was controlled using a LabVIEW program. 

In the custom built PIA setup, illustrated in Figure 4.2, the samples were 

mounted inside a liquid nitrogen cooled cryostat (Janis Research) and kept 

under vacuum. The temperature was varied using a Lakeshore temperature 

controller (DRC-93CA).  The pump beam was supplied using an Ar-ion 

(Coherent Innova) laser operating at 514 nm or with a diode laser at 785 

(Power Technology Inc.). The pump beam was modulated using a mechanical 

chopper (Stanford Research Systems) or with an acousto-optical modulator 

(Neos Technologies). The probe beam was obtained from a tungsten lamp. 

The transmitted light was collected into a monochromator (ARC SpectraPro-

300i) and detected using Si, Ge and a liquid nitrogen cooled InSb 

photodetectors using appropriate optical filters. The detected signal from the 

photodetectors was amplified using pre-amplifiers (Femto DHCPA 100 or 

EG&G Technologies). The pre-amplified signal was measured using a phase-

sensitive lock-in amplifier to obtain the 𝑃𝐴𝐼 and 𝑃𝐴𝑄 signals. 

 

Figure 4.2. Schematic of the PIA experimental setup. 
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5. Results & Discussions 
 

5.1. Injected Charge Reservoir Formation at the 

TiO2/Organic Interface 

In [Paper 1] the charge transport in hybrid TiO2/organic devices was 

clarified using the CELIV technique. Devices having the structure 

ITO/TiO2/P3HT:PC60BM/Cu were characterized and compared to devices 

without a TiO2 layer. The use of ITO (work function: 4.8 eV) and copper (work 

function: 4.7 eV) as contacts [95,96] were chosen to obtain an internal electric 

field close to zero at an offset voltage of 0 V, making these types of devices 

ideal for transport and recombination measurements. 

Figure 5.1a shows a CELIV transient of a device having a 7 nm thick TiO2 

layer, where the applied offset voltage has been varied between -0.80 V and 

+0.80 V; note that the voltage is applied relative to the ITO. From the figure it 

can be seen that a large extraction current, ∆𝑗 > 𝑗(0), is obtained already at an 

offset voltage of -0.20 V. Furthermore, the magnitude of the extraction current 

increases at larger negative offsets and the maximum of the current shifts 

towards longer times. The behavior of a device without a TiO2 layer is 

significantly different, as shown in Figure 5.1b. Here, the applied offset 

voltage was varied between -0.60 V and +0.60 V and, as can be seen, the 

extraction current is much smaller compared to the TiO2 device in Figure 5.1a 

and ∆𝑗 < 𝑗(0) for all applied offsets. 

The application of a negative offset voltage leads to the injection of holes 

at the Cu-contact. For devices with a TiO2 layer, holes are accumulated at the 

TiO2/organic interface and since TiO2 is known to be a good hole 

blocker [97,98] the extraction of holes is prevented. The surface charge density 

of holes has been calculated for devices with a TiO2 layer thickness of 7 nm, 

14 nm and 54 nm, as well as for a device without a TiO2 layer and is shown in 

Figure 5.1c. 

It can be seen that the amount of surface charge for devices with a TiO2 

layer is higher than that obtained in devices without a TiO2 layer, by around 

one order of magnitude. This also implies that the ITO contact is slightly hole-

blocking, as an extraction current is obtained at negative offsets.   
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Figure 5.1. (a) CELIV current transients of a device having a 7 nm thick TiO2 

layer inserted between the ITO and the organic blend, where the offset has 

been varied between -0.80 V and +0.80 V, (b) transients for a device without a 

TiO2 layer, where the offset voltage was varied between -0.60 V and +0.60 V, 

(c) the extracted surface charge as a function of the applied offset for different 

thicknesses of the TiO2 layer and without a TiO2 layer and (d) a simulated 

CELIV transient at different offsets between -0.80 V and +0.10 V, where the 

TiO2 layer has been replaced by a reduced surface recombination rate for holes 

at the ITO contact. 

The formation of a large hole reservoir at the TiO2/organic interface will 

lead to space charge limited charge (SCLC) extraction, as shown by Juška et 

al. [71]. It should be pointed out that the extraction transients in other MIS-

CELIV measurements overlap [71,73,75,76], while the transients here shift 

towards longer times as the applied offset is increased towards more negative 

voltages. The shift in the extraction current maximum when higher offset 

voltages are applied is due to the larger electric field inside the devices. To 

confirm that a large hole reservoir leads to SCLC extraction, modeling of the 

CELIV transients were performed. Simulated CELIV transients are shown in 
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Figure 5.1d, where the TiO2 layer has been modeled as a reduced surface 

recombination rate for holes at the ITO contact. Therefore, a hole reservoir is 

formed at the ITO/organic interface at negative offset voltages. As can be seen 

from the figure, since the simulated transients reproduce the experimental 

results, which verify that SCLC extraction of a large hole reservoir takes place 

in the devices having TiO2 interfacial layers. It should be pointed out that to 

the best of our knowledge the transients in [Paper 1] are the first SCLC 

transients seen in devices utilizing materials intended for use in operating 

solar cell devices, unlike other work where insulating layers are used to obtain 

the charge reservoirs [71,73,75–77]. 

5.1.1. Influence of an Injected Charge Reservoir on 

Recombination of Photogenerated Charges 

The previous discussion concerned devices measured in the dark, where 

only one type of charge carrier (holes) is injected into the device from the 

contacts and subsequently extracted by the CELIV pulse. To clarify how a 

charge reservoir influences the charge transport and recombination in the case 

of photogenerated charges, photo-CELIV measurements were performed in 

[Paper 2]. The characterization was made on the same devices as in [Paper 1]; 

thus, the results in the dark and with photogeneration can be directly 

compared to evaluate the difference. 

Photo-CELIV measurements on devices with and without a TiO2 layer are 

shown in Figure 5.2 at varying excitation intensities. Transients for a device 

with a 7 nm TiO2 layer at a negative offset voltage of -0.60 V is shown in Figure 

5.2a. It can be seen that at low excitation intensities the transients have a 

similar behavior to that seen in the dark at a high negative offset voltage.  

This indicates that a hole reservoir is formed at the TiO2/organic interface, 

similarly to the case in the dark. By increasing the excitation intensity, the 

magnitude of the extraction current is increased along with a broadening of 

the extraction current, until saturation is observed.  

The behavior at an applied offset of 0 V is shown in Figure 5.2b. In this case 

SCLC extraction is not observed, indicating that only a small or no charge 

reservoir is formed at the TiO2/organic interface. At higer excitation intensities, 

the magnitude of the extraction current is increased but no broadening of the 

transients is observed. At positive offset voltages, most of the photogenerated 

charges are extracted before the application of the extraction pulse [Paper 2]. 

Nekrašas et al. [99] showed that the reduction of the bimolecular 

recombination 휁  can be obtained from the ratio between the displacement 
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current 𝑗(0)  and the saturated extraction current ∆𝑗𝑠𝑎𝑡 . From Figure 5.2b,     

휁 = 0.007 is obtained, which is in good agreement with other 

measurements [39,40,63,100]. 

Photo-CELIV transients for a device without a TiO2 layer at an applied 

offset voltage of -0.60 V is shown in Figure 5.2c. No SCLC extraction is seen 

in the dark nor at low excitation intensities. However, a broadening of the 

extraction current transients, similar to that observed for the devices with a 

TiO2 layer is seen here. Here the broadening is smaller than that seen in the 

TiO2 devices. When an offset voltage of 0 V is applied, as shown in Figure 5.2d, 

no broadening is observed, similar to the TiO2 device shown in Figure 5.2b. 

At positive offset voltages most charges are extracted prior to the application 

of the CELIV pulse, as was the case for the device with a TiO2 layer. 

 

Figure 5.2. Photo-CELIV transients at increasing excitation intensities for 

devices with a TiO2 layer at an applied offset voltage of (a) -0.60 V, (b) 0 V and 

without a TiO2 layer at offsets of (c) -0.60 V and (d) 0 V. 

To obtain insight into the charge transport and recombination behavior 

seen from the experimental transients in Figure 5.2, simulations of photo-

CELIV transients have been performed. As mentioned earlier, the TiO2 layer 
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was replaced by having a reduced surface recombination rate for holes (𝑆𝑝
𝑎𝑛) 

at the ITO contact. A reduced surface recombination velocity becomes 

significant when charges cannot be extracted at the contact faster than their 

transport to the contact [50] leading to a build-up of charges at the contact. 

Therefore, 𝑆𝑝
𝑎𝑛  should be larger than the effective transport velocity, 𝑣𝐷 , 

which is estimated to be 0.1 cm s-1 in an organic semiconductor device [50,51]. 

The case where 𝑆𝑝
𝑎𝑛 = 10-5 cm s-1 (𝑆𝑝

𝑎𝑛 ≪ 𝑣𝐷) has been simulated in Figure 5.3 

at different reductions of the bimolecular recombination rate 휁, using a high 

density of photogenerated charges. The photogeneration (𝑄𝐿 ) is given in 

comparison to 𝐶𝑈0, where 𝑈0 = 𝑈𝑜𝑓𝑓 − 𝑈𝑏𝑖, where 𝑈𝑏𝑖 is the built-in field and 

𝑈0 = -0.35 V. The contribution of the electron and hole extraction currents to 

the total photo-CELIV transient is also shown, as the dashed (electrons) and 

dotted lines (holes).   

From Figure 5.3, it can be seen that when the recombination is Langevin 

(휁 = 1.0) and at a low reduction 휁 = 0.1 a typical SCLC extraction is seen, 

similar to the transients in the dark. By reducing the bimolecular 

recombination to 휁 = 0.01, two extraction bumps are seen and a broadening 

of the extraction current is observed. At a strong reduction of the 

recombination (휁 = 0.001), a large extraction current is seen and we note that 

two extraction bumps are also seen here. In addition to this, we note that the 

broadening of the current extraction is smaller than in the case of 휁 = 0.01 but 

the density of charges in the device is larger, as seen by the increased 

extraction current. 

The electron and hole extraction current contributions reveal that when the 

recombination is close to Langevin ( 휁 =  1 and 휁 =  0.1), most electrons 

recombine with holes before the CELIV pulse is applied. Thus only holes are 

left in the reservoir, leading to SCLC extraction. At a reduction of 휁 = 0.01, a 

small but significant number of electrons are left in the device, which 

contribute to the initial bump seen in the transient. After the electrons are 

extracted, the holes left in the reservoir leads to SCLC extraction. For 휁 = 0.001 

a large number of electrons and holes are left in the reservoir, leading to a 

large recombination limited extraction current. From these results it can be 

concluded that when 휁 ≤ 0.01, the charge extraction is space charge limited 

and when 휁 = 0.001, the extraction becomes limited by recombination in the 

bulk. 
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Figure 5.3. Simulated photo-CELIV transients showing the dependence on 

the reduction of the bimolecular recombination constant at a large amount of 

photogenerated charge 𝑄𝐿 =400× 𝐶𝑈0. 

The magnitude of the surface recombination velocity, 𝑆𝑝
𝑎𝑛, compared to the 

transport velocity, 𝑣𝐷, is expected to affect the extraction current transients. 

Figure 5.4 shows the extraction current transients at varying 𝑆𝑝
𝑎𝑛. Simulated 

CELIV transients in the dark are shown in Figure 5.4a, from which it can be 

seen that by decreasing 𝑆𝑝
𝑎𝑛 a larger extraction current is seen as more holes 

are left in the reservoir at lower 𝑆𝑝
𝑎𝑛, as expected. Photo-CELIV transients at 

휁 =0.001 and at high photogeneration of charges 𝑄𝐿 =400× 𝐶𝑈0 are shown in 

Figure 5.4b and an increased extraction current is seen when 𝑆𝑝
𝑎𝑛 is reduced. 

It should be noted, however, that a large extraction current is obtained at 

𝑆𝑝
𝑎𝑛 =10-3 cm s-1 in contrast to the results in the dark where only a small 

extraction current is seen at the same surface recombination velocity. These 

results are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental results shown 

in Figure 5.2 where a large broad extraction is seen at high intensities for 

devices with a TiO2 layer, while a smaller extraction current is seen for devices 

without a TiO2 layer.  
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Figure 5.4 The effect of varying the surface recombination, 𝑆𝑝
𝑎𝑛, of holes on 

charge transport in (a) the dark and (b) using photogeneration. 

Sandberg et al. have developed a method to obtain 𝑆𝑝
𝑎𝑛  in organic 

devices [101]. Using this method on the device having a 7 nm TiO2 layer, 

which was characterized in [Paper 1] and [Paper 2], 𝑆𝑝
𝑎𝑛 =6×10-6 cm s-1 was 

obtained, which is in excellent agreement with the experimental and the 

simulated data in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, respectively.  

These results show the interplay between extraction and recombination in 

TiO2/organic devices which depend on (1) the magnitude of the reduction of 

the recombination compared to Langevin and (2) the reduced surface 

recombination velocity of charges at the contacts. In addition to this, 

TiO2/organic devices typically display S-shaped current-voltage (𝐽– 𝑉) curves 

under illumination  [52,102–105] which can be removed by illuminating the 

TiO2 layer with ultraviolet (UV) light. The devices characterized in [Paper 2] 
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have not been UV treated and, thus, an S-shaped 𝐽– 𝑉 curve is expected. This 

is indeed what was observed in the work by Sundqvist et al. [45] where similar 

devices were characterized using 𝐽– 𝑉 and CELIV measurements. Before the 

UV treatment, a large charge reservoir and an S-shaped 𝐽– 𝑉  curve was 

observed. After UV treatment, a strong reduction of the charge reservoir and 

the S-shape disappeared. 

5.2. Characterizing the Bulk Recombination in 

Organic BHJ Blends 

To obtain the bulk recombination in solar cell devices without the influence 

of contacts on the recombination, the (contact free) PIA technique was used 

on the model system pBTTT:PC60BM in [Paper 3]. This donor:acceptor blend 

was chosen due to the fact that the dominating bulk recombination process 

can be controlled by varying the blend ratio. In 1:1 blends trap-assisted 

recombination has been observed, while 1:4 blends show 2D Langevin 

recombination [44].  

The PIA spectra of pBTTT:PC60BM blends are shown in Figure 5.5. The 1:4 

blend is shown as the red line and the 1:1 blend as the blue line. From the 

figure it can be seen that the intensity of the 1:4 blends is higher than in the 

1:1 blend, in agreement with other work [44]. A low energy (LE) transition 

and several high energy (HE) transitions can be seen. The LE transition is 

attributed to the polaron P1 transition. The position of the P2 transition can 

be obtained from the relation 𝐸𝑔 = 2𝑃1 + 𝑃2 giving P2 = 1.21 eV [36,106]. 
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Figure 5.5. PIA spectra of pBTTT:PC60BM 1:4 blend (red line) and 

pBTTT:PC60BM 1:1 blend (blue line). 

The intensity dependence of the P2 polaron transition for the 

pBTTT:PC60BM 1:1 and 1:4 blends are shown in Figure 5.6a and Figure 5.6b, 

respectively. Both blends show a slope, for the in-phase (𝑃𝐴𝐼) smaller than 0.5, 

expected for bimolecular recombination. The slope for the 1:1 blend is 0.38 ± 

0.01 and for the 1:4 blend 0.42 ± 0.02. Using Equation (3.24) the effective 

reaction order (𝛿) for the blends is 2.6 ± 0.01 and 2.4 ± 0.01, respectively. 

These results suggest that either trap-assisted or 2D Langevin dominates the 

bulk recombination, as a 𝛿 > 2 is obtained in the former and 𝛿 = 2.5 in the 

latter case.  

Simulations were performed to clarify the behavior of trap-assisted 

recombination and 2D Langevin recombination in an intensity dependent PIA 

measurement. The case of trap-assisted recombination is shown in Figure 5.6c 

between 300K and 180 K, where the trap-depth is 𝐸𝑐ℎ = 45 meV. At 300 K a 

slope of 0.38 is obtained, which is in good agreement with the experimental 

results for the 1:1 blend shown in Figure 5.6a. By lowering the temperature, a 

reduction of the slope can be seen, which is in good agreement with Equation 

(3.33). The intensity dependence of 2D Langevin recombination is shown in 

Figure 5.6d, where a temperature independent slope of 0.40 is obtained.  
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Figure 5.6. The measured intensity dependence of (a) the pBTTT:PC60BM 1:1 

blend and  (b) the pBTTT:PC60BM 1:4 blend and the simulated intensity 

dependence for  (c) trap-assisted recombination having a trap-depth of 𝐸𝑐ℎ = 

45 meV and (d) 2D Langevin recombination. 

The temperature dependence of the reaction order has been clarified by 

measuring the frequency dependence of the quadrature signal (𝑃𝐴𝑄) between 

300 K and 180 K. Using Equation (3.25) the reaction order can be obtained 

from the 𝑃𝐴𝑄 slope at small frequencies. The frequency dependence of the 1:1 

blend is shown in Figure 5.7a, where temperature dependent slopes are 

obtained, indicating that trap-assisted recombination dominates. The 

behavior of the 1:4 blend is shown in Figure 5.7b, where a very weak 

temperature dependence is observed. To clarify the difference between trap-

assisted and 2D Langevin recombination, the PIA frequency dependence has 

been simulated. Trap-assisted recombination, having a trap-depth of 𝐸𝑐ℎ = 45 

meV, is shown in Figure 5.7c between 300 K and 180 K. A clear temperature 

dependent slope is observed, similar to that seen in the experimental results. 

The case of 2D Langevin recombination is shown in Figure 5.7d, where a 

temperature independent slope is obtained. From these results it is clear that 
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in the 1:1 blend, trap-assisted recombination is dominating, while 2D 

Langevin recombination dominates in the 1:4 blend which are in good 

agreement with transport measurements on similar blends made by Nyman 

et al. [44].  

 

Figure 5.7. The measured frequency dependence of (a) the pBTTT:PC60BM 

1:1 blend and  (b) the pBTTT:PC60BM 1:4 blend and the simulated frequency 

dependence for  (c) trap-assisted recombination having a trap-depth of 𝐸𝑐ℎ = 

45 meV and (d) 2D Langevin recombination. 

The trap-depth, in the case of an exponential distribution of traps, can be 

determined using Equation (3.33). From the intensity dependence 𝐸𝑐ℎ = 43±3 

meV is obtained and from the frequency dependence  𝐸𝑐ℎ = 44±5 meV. For 

both measurements an average of the different temperatures was used to 

determine 𝐸𝑐ℎ . However, the recombination due to the 2D limited charge 

transport in pBTTT needs to be considered. Nyman et al. showed that in the 

case of 2D trap-assisted recombination 𝑅 ∝ (𝑛𝑛𝑡)5 4⁄  [44]. In this case, the 

reaction order will be given by 𝛿2𝐷 = 5

4
(1+𝐸𝑐ℎ,2𝐷 𝑘𝑇⁄ ). The trap depth for the 

intensity and frequency dependence now becomes 𝐸𝑐ℎ,2𝐷 = 31±4 meV and 
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𝐸𝑐ℎ,2𝐷 =  29±2 meV, respectively. Using the PIA results alone one cannot 

determine whether the recombination is 2D trap-assisted or (3D) trap-assisted.  

The trap depth obtained from the PIA measurements is now compared to 

the intensity dependent 𝑉𝑜𝑐  measurements performed by Nyman et al. on 

solar cells using 1:1 and 1:4 pBTTT:PC60BM blends [44]. The 𝑉𝑜𝑐 depends on 

the light intensity via the following relation [44,47,107,108]: 

𝑉𝑜𝑐 = 𝑛𝑖𝑑
𝑘𝑇

𝑞
ln(𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡) + constant,     (5.1) 

where 𝑞 is the elementary charge, 𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 the light intensity and 𝑛𝑖𝑑 is the light 

ideality factor. The light ideality factor is related to the reaction order for free 

carriers, 𝛼, by 𝑛𝑖𝑑 = 2/𝛼. The reaction order for free carriers, in the case of (3D) 

trap-assisted recombination, is given by: 𝛼 = 1 + 𝑘𝑇 𝐸𝑐ℎ⁄  [44,46,47] and for 2D 

trap-assisted by 𝛼2𝐷 = 5

4
(1+𝑘𝑇 𝐸𝑐ℎ,2𝐷⁄ ). The measured light ideality factor of the 

pBTTT:PC60BM 1:1 blend was 𝑛𝑖𝑑 = 1.15 [44]. By using 𝐸𝑐ℎ, in the case of (3D) 

trap-assisted recombination obtained from the PIA measurements, light 

ideality factors of 𝑛𝑖𝑑 =1.24±0.03 and 𝑛𝑖𝑑 =1.26±0.05 are obtained for the 

intensity and frequency dependence, respectively. These results are in good 

agreement with the PIA results, noting that the difference between the PIA 

and the measured 𝑛𝑖𝑑 can be due to surface recombination [50–52,109,110]. If 

2D trap-assisted recombination dominates, the light ideality factor becomes 

𝑛𝑖𝑑 = 0.85 ± 0.03 and 𝑛𝑖𝑑 = 0.87 ± 0.05, using the intensity and frequency 

dependence, respectively, which is in clear disagreement with the measured 

𝑛𝑖𝑑. Hence, it can be concluded that the recombination in the 1:1 blends is 

dominated by (3D) trap-assisted recombination. 

The PIA results for the 1:4 blends are also compared to the measured light 

ideality factor. From the intensity and frequency dependence the reaction 

order was 𝛿 = 2.4±0.01 and 𝛿 = 2.6±0.01, respectively. The corresponding 

ideality factors are now 𝑛𝑖𝑑 = 0.83±0.01 and 𝑛𝑖𝑑 = 0.77±0.03. The measured 

light ideality factor was 𝑛𝑖𝑑 = 0.87 [44], which is in good agreement with the 

values obtained from the PIA measurements. These results show that PIA 

measurements can be used to determine the reaction order in organic 

materials and blends and in the case of trap-assisted recombination the trap-

depth can be obtained.  
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5.2.1. Influence of a Large and Small Interfacial Dipole 

on Recombination in Ordered P3HT:fullerene Blends 
 

Interfacial dipoles have been observed in BHJ blends at the donor/acceptor 

interface. Interfacial dipoles of Δ = 0.5-0.6 eV [111] and Δ = 0.3-0.4 eV [112] 

were observed at the P3HT/PC60BM and P3HT/ICBA interface, respectively, 

using ultraviolet electron spectroscopy (UPS) and inverse photoemission 

spectroscopy (IPES). By analyzing UPS measurements at the P3HT/PC60BM 

interface using the integer charge transfer (ICT) model, an interfacial dipole 

of Δ = 0.4 eV was observed by Xu et. al. [113] and Δ = 0.31 eV by Bao et. al., 

while a small interfacial dipole Δ = 0.05 eV was observed at the P3HT/ICBA 

interface [60]. Hence, by using the methods shown in [Paper 3], PIA 

measurements are utilized in [Paper 4] to clarify if a larger interfacial dipole 

leads to more trap-assisted recombination in P3HT:PC60BM blends compared 

to P3HT:ICBA. 

The PIA spectra of annealed 1:1 blends of P3HT:ICBA and P3HT:PC60BM 

are shown in Figure 5.8 as the red and blue lines, respectively, using the above 

gap excitation at 2.41 eV. The shape of the spectra is similar between both 

blends: a low energy (LE) transition is seen at 0.33 eV which is assigned to be 

due to the P1 polaron transition and two high energy (HE) transitions are 

observed at 1.26 eV and 1.81 eV, respectively. These HE transitions are due to 

the localized (P2) and delocalized polaron (DP2), which is in good agreement 

with other work [35,59,114,115]. The density of polarons generated in the 

blends has been estimated using Equation (3.1), where the thick film 

approximation has been assumed due to the high absorption coefficient at this 

excitation energy, and the result is shown in Table 5.1.  The density of the P2 

transition is similar between the two blends, while a slightly higher density of 

DP2 is seen in P3HT:PC60BM blends. 
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Figure 5.8. The PIA spectra obtained using above gap excitation at 2.41 eV of 

P3HT:ICBA (red line) and P3HT:PC60BM (blue line) 

To clarify if a larger interfacial dipole leads to more trap-assisted 

recombination, as suggested by Bao et al. [60], the recombination in the two 

blends was characterized using intensity dependent measurements. The 

intensity dependence of the P2 transition is shown for P3HT:ICBA and 

P3HT:PC60BM in Figure 5.9a and Figure 5.9b, respectively. From the figure it 

can be seen that the slope is 0.48±0.01, for both blends, yielding a reaction 

order of 𝛿 =  2.08 ± 0.04. Using Equation (3.33), the mean trap-depth is 

obtained as 𝐸𝑐ℎ =  28.0 ± 1.1 meV. The intensity dependence of the DP2 

transition is shown in Figure 5.9c and Figure 5.9d for P3HT:ICBA and 

P3HT:PC60BM, respectively. The same slope of 0.48±0.01 is also obtained in 

this case, resulting in the same trap-depth of 𝐸𝑐ℎ = 28.0 ± 1.1 meV. The 

obtained trap-depths are close to the thermal energy at room temperature (26 

meV). When 𝐸𝑐ℎ ≈ 𝑘𝑇 , the traps will not contribute to trap-assisted 

recombination and bimolecular recombination will dominate [48,49]. A 

temperature dependent reaction order will conclusively show that trap-

assisted recombination dominates. 
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Figure 5.9. The intensity dependence of P3HT:ICBA and P3HT:PC60BM, 

excited at 2.41 eV for the (a)-(b) P2 transition and (c)-(d) DP2 transition. 

Frequency dependent measurements between 300 K and 180 K are shown 

in Figure 5.10a and Figure 5.10b for P3HT:ICBA and P3HT:PC60BM, 

respectively. The effective reaction order was obtained from the slope of the 

quadrature component at low frequencies using Equation (3.25). The slopes 

can be seen to have a weak temperature dependence, noting that the 

P3HT:ICBA blend shows a slightly stronger temperature dependence 

compared to the P3HT:PC60BM blend. For the DP2 transition, the frequency 

dependence is shown in Figure 5.10c and Figure 5.10d for P3HT:ICBA and 

P3HT:PC60BM, respectively. Here, it can be seen that both blends exhibit very 

weak temperature dependence. The trap-depth can now be determined from 

the frequency dependence using Equation (3.33). To avoid errors due to the 

trap-depth 𝐸𝑐ℎ being close to 𝑘𝑇 [49], the estimation of 𝐸𝑐ℎ was made at 180 K 

and is given in Table 5.1. The trap-depths for the P2 transition are 

𝐸𝑐ℎ =24.4 ± 0.7 meV and 𝐸𝑐ℎ =21.3 ± 0.3 for P3HT:ICBA and P3HT:PC60BM, 

respectively. For the DP2 transition, the trap-depths are 𝐸𝑐ℎ=20.5±0.2 meV for 

P3HT:ICBA and 𝐸𝑐ℎ=22.4±0.3 meV for P3HT:PC60BM. From these results, the 

temperature independent behavior near 300 K and the obtained trap-depths 

being lower than 26 meV, we conclude that bimolecular recombination is the 
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dominating bulk recombination mechanism in both blends at room 

temperature. 

 

Figure 5.10. The frequency dependence of the quadrature signal between 

300 K and 180 K for the P2 transition of (a) P3HT:ICBA and (b) P3HT:PC60BM 

and the DP2 transition for (c) P3HT:ICBA and (d) P3HT:PC60BM, using an 

excitation intensity of 100 mW/cm2. 

Since bimolecular recombination dominates at 300 K, the bimolecular 

recombination constant can now be determined from the intensity 

dependence of the quadrature component, using Equation (3.15). Bimolecular 

recombination yields a straight line and the slope will be given by 

𝜔𝜎𝑑 2𝜋𝛽⁄  [91]. The intensity dependence of the quadrature component for the 

P2 transition is shown in Figure 5.11a and for the DP2 transition in Figure 

5.11b for P3HT:ICBA (filled red squares) and P3HT:PC60BM (open blue 

squares). A clear difference can be seen between the P2 and DP2 transitions. 

Two different slopes can be seen for the P2 transition, one at low intensities 

and another at high intensities, while the same slope is observed over most of 

the intensity range for the DP2 transition. This suggests that trap-assisted 

recombination dominates at low intensities for the P2 transition and 
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bimolecular recombination dominates at high intensities, but for the DP2 

transition, bimolecular recombination is dominating over the whole intensity 

range probed. This result is in good agreement with Guo et al. [116] who 

observed trap-limited bimolecular recombination for the P2 transition and 

(trap-free) bimolecular recombination for the DP2 transition. 

 

Figure 5.11. The intensity dependence of the quadrature component for (a) 

the P2 transition and (b) the DP2 transition, where P3HT:ICBA is shown as 

the filled red squares and P3HT:PC60BM as the open blue squares. 

The bimolecular recombination constants obtained from Figure 5.11 using 

equation (3.15) is given in Table 5.1. To compare the bimolecular 

recombination constants between the two blends, the ratio between the 

bimolecular recombination constant and the mobility (𝛽 𝜇⁄ ) is determined. 

The mobility was obtained using photo-CELIV measurements and is shown 
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in Table 5.1. By obtaining the 𝛽 𝜇⁄  ratio, the effect the charge transport has on 

the recombination can be reduced [117]. For the DP2 transition the 𝛽 𝜇⁄  ratio 

has similar values, indicating the same recombination between the two blends. 

For the P2 transition, the 𝛽 𝜇⁄  ratio is higher in the P3HT:ICBA blends by a 

factor of 2. Interfacial dipoles are expected to be located in the amorphous 

region of the blend [59], which is also where the localized polarons are located. 

Therefore, interfacial dipoles are expected to have the greatest effect on the 

recombination of the localized polarons. However, the 𝛽 𝜇⁄  ratio is also 

affected by the bimolecular recombination coefficient [59]. Since a larger 

reduction of the bimolecular recombination is observed in P3HT:PC60BM 

blends after annealing, this reduction is affected by the morphology of the 

blend. Morphological characterization of the P3HT:ICBA and P3HT:PC60BM 

blends have shown clear differences between the blends [118,119], and it is 

also expected that the reduction of the bimolecular recombination is different 

between the two blends.  

Measurements of the light ideality factor on P3HT:ICBA and 

P3HT:PC60BM [107] blends have suggested that trap-assisted recombination 

is more pronounced in P3HT:PC60BM blends. The PIA technique reveals the 

dominating bulk recombination and is not affected by surface recombination 

at the contacts. Since only a small difference in the 𝛽 𝜇⁄  ratio was observed 

between the blends, it is concluded that interfacial dipoles have little or no 

effect on the bulk recombination in P3HT:fullerene blends. 

 

Table 5.1. The parameters evaluated for the localized polaron (P2) and 

delocalized polaron (DP2) transitions. The mobility was obtained using 

photo-CELIV. 

 

P3HT:ICBA P3HT:PC60BM 

P2 (1.26 eV) DP2 (1.80 eV) P2 (1.26 eV) DP2 (1.80 eV) 

𝑛514 [cm-3] 1.12(±0.04)x1017 1.49(±0.01) x1017 1.10(±0.01)x1017 1.64(±0.01) x1017 

𝐸𝑐ℎ [meV] 24.4(±0.7) 20.5(±0.2) 21.3(±0.3) 22.4(±0.3) 

𝛽 [cm3s-1] 8.8(±0.3)x10-14 15.8(±0.5) x10-14 7.4(±0.3)x10-14 17.2(±0.5)x10-14 

𝜇  [cm2V-1s1] 5.0(±1.0)x10-4 8.0(±2.0)x10-4 

𝛽 𝜇⁄  [Vcm] 1.8(±0.4)x10-10 3.2(±0.6)x10-10 0.9(±0.2)x10-10 2.2(±0.6)x10-10 
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5.2.2. Recombination in Amorphous TQ1:PC71BM 

Blends with a Small Interfacial Dipole 

 

Similarly to the P3HT:ICBA blends in [Paper 4], the TQ1:PC71BM blends 

should also have an interfacial dipole of ∆ = 0 eV according to Bao et al. [60], 

however, these blends show a different morphology in comparison to P3HT 

blends, with TQ1 blends being amorphous [120]. To clarify the influence of 

morphology in blends with a small or no interfacial dipole in [Paper 5] we use 

the PIA technique to obtain the dominating recombination type in 

TQ1:PC71BM blends. Films of TQ1 and TQ1:PC71BM blends with a blend ratio 

of 1:1 and 1:3 were characterized. The 1:1 and 1:3 blend ratios were chosen, as 

1:3 blends typically show the highest solar cell PCE [121,122] 

The PIA spectra at 80 K are shown in Figure 5.12a. For the TQ1 film, shown 

as the red line, an intense peak is seen at 1.0 eV, which is attributed to triplet 

absorption since no low energy peaks, indicating polarons, can be seen. In the 

TQ1:PC71BM 1:1 blend (blue line), a LE peak is seen at 0.34 eV, which is 

attributed to the P1 polaron transition, the triplet transition is blue shifted 

compared to the TQ1 film, having a peak at 1.06 eV and the magnitude of the 

peak is reduced. For the TQ1:PC71BM 1:3 blend, shown as the magenta line, a 

further blue shift of the triplet peak to 1.09 eV is seen as well as a further 

reduction of the magnitude of the peak. From the phase spectra shown in 

Figure 5.12b the TQ1 exhibits a constant phase between 1.1 eV and 0.8 eV 

while the phase increases below 0.7 eV. The reason for the increased phase, 

might be due to a small number of polarons in the film. For the 1:1 and 1:3 

blends, three different phases can be seen in the spectra: one at 0.4 eV, another 

between 0.9 eV and 1.1 eV, and another at 1.2 eV. The phase confirms that the 

peak at 0.33 eV and around 1.0 eV is due to two different photoexcitations. 

The different phase at 1.2 eV, suggest that the blue shift of the triplet 

absorption seen in the spectra of the blends is due to a superposition of the 

triplet and P2 transition peaks. 
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Figure 5.12. The (a) PIA spectra of TQ1 (red line), TQ1:PC71BM 1:1 (blue line) 

and TQ1:PC71BM 1:3 (magenta line), where 𝑃𝐴𝐼  and 𝑃𝐴𝑄  are shown as the 

solid and dashed lines, respectively, and (b) the phase spectra measured at 80 

K using excitation at 2.41 eV. 

From the PIA spectra at 300 K, shown in Figure 5.13a for the TQ1 film, 

shown as the red line, a LE transition at 0.34 eV and a HE transition at 1.08 eV 

are seen, which are attributed to the P1 and triplet absorption, respectively. 

The HE transition is attributed to be due to triplet absorption and not to the 

P2 polaron transition since the energetic position of the transition is similar to 

that seen at 80 K and the intensity of the HE transition is much larger than the 

LE transition. For the 1:1 and 1:3 blends, the intensity of the P1 transition at 

0.34 eV is increased as the polaron generation becomes more efficient in the 
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blends and the HE peaks at 1.16 eV and 1.20 eV, for the 1:1 and 1:3 blends, 

respectively, are attributed to the P2 transition. The phase spectra in Figure 

5.13b shows a similar value over most of the energy range, however, the noisy 

phase signal makes drawing any conclusions difficult. 

 

Figure 5.13. The (a) PIA spectra of TQ1 (red line), TQ1:PC71BM 1:1 (blue line) 

and TQ1:PC71BM 1:3 (magenta line), where 𝑃𝐴𝐼  and 𝑃𝐴𝑄  are shown as the 

solid and dashed lines, respectively, and (b) the phase spectra measured at 

300 K using excitation at 2.41 eV. 
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The intensity dependence of the P2 transition for TQ1:PC71BM 1:1 and 

TQ1:PC71BM 1:13 is shown in Figure 5.14a and Figure 5.14b, respectively. Both 

blends have a slope at high intensities lower than what is expected for 

bimolecular recombination. The slope for the 1:1 blend is 0.40 ± 0.01, 

equivalent to an effective reaction order of 2.50 ± 0.08. A trap depth of 

𝐸𝑐ℎ =38.7±2.0 meV is now obtained. For the 1:3 blend the slope is 0.35±0.01, 

resulting in an effective reaction order of 2.86±0.08 leading to a trap-depth of 

𝐸𝑐ℎ = 48.4±2.0 meV, a slightly higher trap-depth than in the 1:1 blends. While 

the effective reaction order in the 1:1 blend is 2.50, which would be expected 

for 2D Langevin recombination, this is only seen in blends showing a high 

ordering of the polymer [Paper 3] [44,123] and since no high ordering of the 

TQ1 polymer has been observed [120], it is concluded that trap-assisted 

recombination dominates in both blends.  

 
Figure 5.14. The intensity dependence of the P2 transition of the TQ1:PC71BM 

(a) 1:1 and (b) 1:3 blends, measured at 300 K using 2.41 eV excitation. 
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The observation of triplet absorption in the TQ1:PC71BM blends shown 

Figure 5.12 has been suggested to act as a loss mechanism in solar cells blends. 

While triplets can be formed by intersystem crossing of the initially generated 

singlet excitons, Vithanage et al. observed no triplets using transient 

absorption measurements [124] and in addition to this the photoluminescence 

is strongly quenched in the blends, making the formation of triplets from 

singlet excitons unlikely. Another pathway for triplet formation is 

recombination via the CT state. This can occur if the triplet state lies more than 

0.1 eV below the CT state [29,34]. The energy of the CT state has been shown 

to lie around 1.5 eV [125,126] while the triplet state is located at 1.05 eV [127], 

indicating that triplets are formed due to charge recombination via the CT 

state. An energy diagram of the photoexcitations in the TQ1:PC71BM blends is 

shown in Figure 5.15. 

 

Figure 5.15. Energy diagram of the photoexcitations in the TQ1:PC71BM 

blends. 𝑆0 is the ground state, 𝑆1 and 𝑇1 the lowest singlet and triplet state, 

respectively, CT the charge transfer state and CS the charge separated state. 

The decay pathways observed in this work are marked as the solid lines: 𝑘 

decay of the triplet state (Equation 16) and 𝛾: recombination of the CS state, 

the coupling between the triplet and the CS state is given by 𝛾𝑇𝑃𝐴 (see main 

text for details). Also included as the dashed lines are the: (1) singlet exciton 

dissociation to the CT state, (2): dissociation/recombination between the CT 

and the charge separated state, (3): decay of the CT state into the triplet state, 

(4): direct decay of the CT state. 
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6. Summary 
 

In this work, charge extraction and photoinduced absorption 

measurements have been applied on a variety of photovoltaic blends and 

devices to characterize the charge transport and recombination behavior of 

injected and photogenerated charge carriers. In devices having a hole 

blocking TiO2 layer between the organic material and the ITO contact, we 

show, using the CELIV technique, that a large injected hole reservoir is 

formed at the TiO2/organic interface which leads to space charge limited 

current extraction.  

The influence an injected charge reservoir has on the charge transport and 

recombination of photogenerated charge carriers was clarified using photo-

CELIV. When charges are photogenerated, SCLC extraction is observed at low 

excitation intensities. At higher intensities, a charge reservoir of both electrons 

and holes is formed at the interface, leading to a broadening of the extraction 

current. By modeling the transients, it is shown that a large reduction of the 

Langevin bimolecular recombination constant is needed to form the electron 

and hole reservoir and a qualitative estimation of the reduced surface 

recombination velocity of holes at the ITO/TiO2 contact is obtained. These 

results show a complex interplay between injected and photogenerated 

charge carriers which depend on the reduced surface recombination velocity 

for holes and the magnitude of the reduced bimolecular recombination 

constant. 

Using the PIA technique, it is shown how to determine the dominating 

recombination type in the model system pBTTT:PC60BM, where the 

recombination is trap-assisted in 1:1 blends and 2D Langevin in 1:4 blends. 

Using intensity and frequency dependent measurements along with 

simulations, we show how to distinguish between free carrier and trap-

assisted recombination. In the case of an exponential distribution of traps, the 

characteristic energy, describing the mean trap depth is obtained. The 

obtained results are compared to other measurements in the literature, 

showing a good agreement with the obtained results. 

The blends P3HT:PC60BM and P3HT:ICBA have been shown to have a 

large and small interfacial dipole at the P3HT/fullerene interface, respectively. 

By applying the PIA technique on these blends to obtain the dominating 

recombination mechanism, we show that bimolecular recombination 

dominates in both blends. By determining the bimolecular recombinant 

constant in both blends for the localized and delocalized polaron, it is 
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determined that an interfacial dipole shows little or no influence on the 

recombination mechanism in these blends. 

The donor-acceptor polymer TQ1 in blends with PC71BM has an 

amorphous morphology and no interfacial dipole. Using PIA measurements, 

triplets are observed at 80 K and are suggested to act as a loss mechanism in 

solar cell devices. At 300 K, the dominating recombination mechanism is 

shown to be trap-assisted. The trap-depth is obtained from the intensity 

dependence and shown to be of 38.7 meV in the 1:1 blends and of 48.4 meV in 

the 1:4 blends.  
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Svensk Resumé 

I detta arbete har laddningsextraktion och fotoinducerad absorbans 

mätningar använts för att klargöra laddningstransporten och 

rekombinationen av injicerade och fotogenererade laddningsbärare i flera 

olika material ämnade för tillämpning i organiska solceller. I solceller som har 

ett hålblockerande titandioxidlager (TiO2) mellan det organiska lagret och 

indium tennoxidlagret (ITO) har vi visat, med hjälp CELIV tekniken att en 

stor injicerad hålreservoar bildas vid det TiO2/organiska gränsytan. Genom 

att använda CELIV tekniken har vi kunnat visa att detta ledder till 

rymdladdningsbegränsad laddningsextraktion. 

Den påverkan en injicerad laddningsreservoar har på 

laddningstransporten och rekombinationen på fotoinducerade 

laddningsbärare har klargjorts med hjälp av foto-CELIV tekniken. Då 

fotoinducerade laddningsbärare skapas med låg exciteringsintensitet leder 

det till rymdladdningsbegränsad laddningsextraktion. Vid högre 

exciteringsintensiteter skapas en stor laddningsreservoar vid gränsytan. 

Denna reservoar består av både elektroner och hål, vilket leder till en 

breddning av extraktionsströmmen. Genom matematisk modellering av 

extraktionstransienterna, visar vi att en stor minskning av den bimolekylära 

rekombinationskonstanten leder till en reservoar som består av både 

elektroner och hål. Med hjälp av denna matematiska modell har vi erhållit en 

kvalitativ uppskattning av hastigheten för ytladdningsrekombination av hål 

vid ITO/TiO2 kontakten. Dessa resultat visar att ett komplicerat samspel 

mellan injicerade och fotogenerade laddningsbärare pågår i 

laddningsreservoaren. Detta samspel påverkas av hastigheten för 

ytladdningsrekombination av hål och minskningen på den bimolekylära 

rekombinationskonstanten. 

Fotoinducerad absorbans tekniken har använts för att bestämma den 

dominerande rekombinationstypen i modellsystemet pBTTT:PC60BM. I detta 

system påverkas rekombinationen av fällor då blandningsförhållandet är 1:1 

och påverkas av tvådimensionell Langevin rekombination i 1:4 förhållandet. 

Genom att använda intensitets- och frekvensberoende mätningar, visar vi hur 

man kan skilja åt då rekombinationen begränsas av fällor och då den beror på 

tvådimensionell Langevin rekombination. I det fall då fällorna kan beskrivas 

av en exponentiell fördelning visas det att den karakteristiska energin, vilken 

beskriver medeldjupet på fällorna, kan fås från dessa mätningar. De uppmätta 

resultaten har jämförts med andra mätningar från litteraturen och visar sig 

överensstämma bra med våra resultat. 
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Solcells blandningen P3HT:PC60BM har visat sig ha en stor dipol vid 

P3HT/PC60BM gränsytan, medan en liten dipol vid gränsytan har observerats 

i P3HT:ICBA blandningar. Genom att använda fotoinducerad absorbans 

mätningar på dessa olika blandningar, visar vi att bimolekylär rekombination 

dominerar i båda blandningarna. Genom att bestämma värdet på den 

bimolekylär rekombinationskonstanten för båda blandningarna, för både den 

lokaliserade och den delokaliserade polaronen, visar vi att en dipol vid 

gränsytan har ingen, eller endast en liten påverkan på rekombinationen i 

dessa solcells blandningar. 

Donator-acceptor polymeren TQ1 har en amorf morfologi i blandningar 

med PC71BM och ingen dipol vid gränsytan. Med hjälp av fotoinducerad 

absorbans mätningar, har vi observerat triplett absorption vi 80 K. Vi föreslår 

att tripletterna kan agera som en förlustmekanism i organiska solceller. Vid 

300 K påverkas rekombinationen av fällor och djupet på fällorna har 

uppskattas vara 38.7 meV i 1:1 blandningarna och 48.4 meV i 1:4 

blandningarna. 
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